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Experience the music of Wuppo in the official soundtrack.

PART 1:
1. Menu Theme

2. A Good Day for Icecream
3. A New Beginning

4. Allesweter's Theme
5. Denksnavel's Theme
6. Allesweter's Lullaby

7. Miniboss
8. Temple Ruins
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9. Main Theme Variation #1
10. Jungle Day

11. Jungle Night
12. Drekel's Brilliant Store
13. Theme of the Bliones

14. Snail Race
15. Blendbjick Fight

16. The Tunnel
17. Spoderang

18. Bremco's Theme
19. Blafknoft

20. Blafknoft Defeated
21. We Live Here Now

PART 2:
22. Wumhouse Lobby

23. Cleaning Duty
24. Bram's Theme

25. Wumhouse Day
26. Wumhouse Night
27. Wumhouse Bath
28. Laurenzo Kordici

29. Stealing is More Fun Anyway
30. King Cone

31. Bert Smulder
32. Willie's Theme
33. Willie's Quiz

34. Dusty Business
35. Practice Fight

36. Wumhouse Garden
37. Wondersplenk Day

38. Wondersplenk Night
39. Joysplenk

40. An Uncertain Future
41. Blusser Islands Day

42. Blusser Islands Night
43. Blusser Islands Store

44. Bubble Time
45. Traffic Light With Fists

46. Wumhouse Station

PART 3:
47. The Popotrain

48. Dorst Café
49. Coffee Coffee

50. Popocity Station
51. Old Town Day

52. Old Town Night
53. Betty's Shop

54. Across the Bridge
55. Popocity Central Day

56. Popocity Central Night
57. Popocity Store

58. City Hall
59. Hotel Stotopap
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60. Tubucus Invasion
61. Tube Maze
62. Undercity
63. Aquahenk

64. Jail
65. Factory

66. Traavis Duivels
67. Newspaper Please!

68. Kneft Ostinato
69. Main Theme Variation #2

70. Breevis
71. New Popylon

72. Drilling Towards the Future

PART 4:
73. Return of the Fnakkers

74. Fnakkernest
75. Fnakker Store

76. Fnakbal
77. Redav Kned's Theme

78. Redav's Temple
79. Blenk Tower

80. Fnakker Miniboss
81. Just Hanging There

82. Chef Fnaquere
83. The Universe

84. No More Mud for You
85. Tussen

86. The Bankkrent
87. Disappearance
88. Final Filmstrip

89. Credits
90. Main Theme Variation #3

PART 5:
Bonus:

1. Trailer
2. Tussen Calm

3. Fnakkerfriends
4. The Old Wumgarden

5. End of the Demo (Fnakker's Sorrow)
6. Travelling to Popocity

7. Krenktorium

Radio Dekster:
1. Boomcave

2. Errorcravings
3. Popoception

4. Fluitbart
5. Astroy
6. Galaks

7. Gamechjanger
8. Stotogang
9. Transer

10. Ultimatum
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11. Blijpolair
12. Bebbelbap
13. Worldchat

14. Epic Shopping

Filmstrips:
1. Filmstrip 1
2. Filmstrip 2
3. Filmstrip 3
4. Filmstrip 4
5. Filmstrip 5
6. Filmstrip 6
7. Filmstrip 7
8. Filmstrip 8
9. Filmstrip 9

10. Filmstrip 10
11. Filmstrip 11
12. Filmstrip 12
13. Filmstrip 13

Wumhouse Lift:
1. Lift Standard

2. Lift Rare
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wuppo original soundtrack

I would have given this neutral but since it's not option, I give it a recommendation with caution. Not sure if this is worth the full
price, if you're interested in it, maybe rent it like I did when it's on sale.

Episodes are short and have somewhat interesting topics even tough I'm not agreeing with all the opinions presented. It makes it
harder to understand what they want to say when the subtitles are in only in the French parts because English is not my first
language and neither is the first language of some of the people in the documentary. Subtitles are also not working properly in
some points in episode 1 and 2, at least for me.

Because of the shortness it feels this just brushed on some of the topics which might have benefitted from deeper exploration.. I
ended up returning this game. The user interface was garbage and it was hard to tell what I could pick or not for character
before starting the game. There is no guide as to what buttons do what for the characters. Some didn't seem to do anything other
than one thing while others did a special related to thier sport. Even without all those issues which were really bad the game just
didn't feel like it would be fun. I will admit to not actually getting to play it with others before I returned it.. I have no clue how
this game has so many positive reviews. The game is terribly awful on both design and programming.
The entire game is a manifestation of what to not do in a platforming game. The list of issues is too enormous for a human brain
to comprehend, but I'll lay out the biggest ones.

Pros:
-Fairly decent soundtrack, although it becomes repetitive very quickly.
-Walking and single jumping seems to work just fine. Wait, that's not supposed to be an acheievement nevermind.
That's it.

I'll try to list the crons cronologically, starting from the beginning of the game to the end.
Cons:
-No menu whatsoever, you just... kind of just start the game. What if you wanted to mute the sounds in-game, or at least mute
the music without muting other sounds? Tough luck.
-Shallow graphics. Just because it's pixel art doesn't give it an excuse to look like this, it looks awful, and it looks the same
throughout the entire game, there is physically no variance. The entire background could have been generated to at least create a
more unique non-repetitive look yet it's visibly tiled.
-Diamonds are worthless. There's a pointless score, yet you can just infinitely increase it by just playing throughout the game
forever, it's not a linear game, there is no endgame or high scores. It's all just for achievements.
-Dumb default controls: Z to jump, X to fire. All good, those are fairly standard for most platformers on a keyboard.. And then
you have L for load, Enter to load a level (we'll get to that next), and R to restart the ENTIRE game, because anyone would want
to "replay" this mess, and finally F to toggle fullscreen, at least that's a thing. The major problem is how much you need to use L
and Enter, yet they are so out of reach, there's no reason why they couldn't be bound to something on the left side of the
keyboard.
-Each level has to be started manually by pressing Enter. There... seems to be physically no reason for this other than a god-
awful timer system we'll talk about next. It's more infuriating than not to want to rush through but you end up jumping off the
platform without starting to load the level first.
-The "timer" is 100% hidden - you don't have any clue how much left of the "stages" you have to complete. This becomes even
more of a problem later on when there are stages that are IMPOSSIBLE to pass. Straight up impossible, only because of the
timer. After the invisible timer ends, the platforms slowly begin to dissappear. Consider how levels are too short to matter, or
too long to make them possible, the entire idea of implementing that timer in the game seems to be straight up mindboggling.
There does not seem to be any connection between the timer and the stage you are playing. You either are extremely slow and
not even trigger the platforms breaking, or are pretty much perfectly fast and the timer screws you over.
-Awful enemy spawning - in particular the slimes can spawn either in front of you, or effectively launched towards you, giving
you a sub-human-reaction death grant. You are not allowed to rush, yet with the timer you are not allowed to stand still for too
long. I have had a slime spawn and shoot straight onto the stage pad as soon as I had pressed enter, killing me. Congratulation.
-The cubes that shoot bullets at you destroy all blocks the bullets touch as well. The bullets are round but seem to have a square
hitboxes (I might be wrong about this one? It seems that way though). That being said, a stage can become impossible to
complete 100% out of control.
-There is physically no explanation given in the game for pretty much anything. You are not told you can double jump (I'll be
complaining about this more next) or that double jumping kills slimes & suicide doggos. There is no indication of the timer or
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even the mention of it's existence, you are not told you can break blocks by double jumping, you are not told about the "boss",
you are not told about what the items in the "shop" do, nothing.
-Double jumping is broken to say the least. You can only initiate the double jump about half way midair. If this was by design,
it's a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 design. It's your most reliable attack yet you can't use it properly.
Simultaneously, when you land while double jumping, firstly, you cannot jump again for a tiny bit - this issue becomes
immensely apparent when you try to bunnyhop off a ledge but you instead just fall to your death because there's a pointless
grace timer or the developer was incompetent to make the thing work properly, secondly, you get to damage the blocks you are
on, this is a immense stupidity of a design, this is not used cleverly in any stage, the damage to the block is random, and there's
multiple instances where you can accidentally destroy a block and fall to your death - with the block being unreachable by
normal jumps. The entire implementation of double jump is broken by both incompetence and design.
-Awful hitboxes. Just straight up awful, how can such a simple game have such awful hitboxes I don't know. Empty pixels
hitting empty pixels kill you, plain and simple. This likely happens because the hitbox is just a oversided rectangle over the cat,
which is nothing more than shallow development, not that it wasn't aparrent already.
-Shooting slimes duplicates them. Why? There is physically no reason to shoot in the entire game outside of a boring timewaste
of a "boss" we'll get to next. None. Zero. Double jump is used to kill everything that can be killed.
-The boss I am talking about is a random cube just floating around and placing platforms. You are not informed that he's an
enemy - he doesn't harm you either, but you have to kill him, and that takes a hundred or so shots to kill. There's no indication
of progress in that regard, and at first he might just straight up seem unkillable. Bad decisions over bad decisions - the boss itself
is just boring, why is this even a boss, it doesn't do anything, it just places platforms for you, what the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is this?
-After about stage 30 or so, the stages repeat from a preset, yet the achievements go up to 100 stages, disgusting misinformation.
There are not 100 stages. There are 30 stages and 70 pieces of garbage, if you want to 100% the game, or play more than 30
bloody minutes, and yet, about that...
-I managed to death lock myself in a save while I got on stage 61. When saving, all entities on the screen are saved as well as if
the developer is incompetent to make a proper saving system, but I digress. If there's anything towards your platform that can
kill you and you save, it's state is saved as well. I saved right next to a bullet and every time I load I die instantly, amazing.

I am sure I missed a lot of things, but regardless - absolutely everything about the game is awful. Pick any design choice and you
can say something bad about it. Pick any mechanic outside of regular walking and jumps and there's something wrong with it.
There's nothing good to talk about the game.

However, all of that being said, is the game worth it's price?
No.
Would it be worth it if it was free?
Still no.
Just no.. Aboslutely generic and uninspired. Was made to dwell in budles.
Devs should get trading cards, that'll help to "sell" this.

Permamently removing from library.. This is solely for the DLC poker game not the main game which I give a thumbs up to.

The DLC is very short taking me about 5 minutes or so to 'win' what you get is some jerky (and not in the fap way) images of
the girls dancing, no additional CGs or anything like that (which was what I think most of us were expecting). The writing was
poor and it was difficult to see the girls personalities from the base game based on the few lines they said. After the
'introduction' they repeat the same lines over and over again after each card round.

In relation to the game itself again its very poorly done, imagine the worst strip (or non strip) poker game you have found online
and you might be close, the cards are tiny and you just select then click discard, you can win almost every time if you have a
jack or higher.

Pros +
None

Cons -
Poor writing
Poor graphics
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Lack of CGs\/HCGs
Poor game mechanics (which I believe they touted as being good)
Lack of replay value

If you must buy this if you didn't get the deluxe version wait until it goes to 50% off.. They reviwes that "love" this game is
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. There is way to few machines and gear, and you get the best setup pretty
quick. The game gets trivial and boring way to fast.
. An accurate and complete rendition of the boardgame, quite suitable for hotseat play if you don't own a physical copy. No bugs
experienced for me on Windows 10. Like the physical version, really gives some useful historical insights into how the actual
war was fought. The single-player AI isn't flagrantly stupid, but it's nothing an experienced boardgamer likely won't have
figured out inside of two tries... at two hours for a game, that's four hours of value, unless you can find a human to play with
after that. Probably not worth the current non-sale Steam price, but still a solid product that does what it promises.. An AAA on-
rails shooter with an enjoyable story and solid voice acting, gameplay, and graphics. It manages to be engaging in spite of being
on-rails by virtue of all of the above and the fact that the core gameplay is surprisingly refined for what it is.

It's not particularly deep but it is enjoyable and would probably shine at a VRcade with a hydraulic chair/haptic vest. My only
real gripe with it is that there doesn't seem to be a way to change the graphical settings (supersampling would be fantastic).
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It is an amazing game, everything looks good and realistic. Only the fuel, oxigen and water levels are empty way too fast. And in
the largest city there are no moving vehicles and in the small village there are too much cars driving around. But still, amazing
game and amazing developers.. It will be more fun ,if there's a daily challenge.. i love the interrior of this loco. The sounds are
most likely accurate to the actual engine, however i was hoping for something different. my ONLY COMPLAINT on this
particular model is this : the headlights and ditch lights do NOT show that they're actually illuminated, however when you are in
the dark, it does illuminate the path in front of the loco. but on the model itself, they are dark. not sure whats the problem there,
any suggestions from anyone would be appreciated.. Great game xD. Oh boy, have I forgotten about this gem. I bought my copy
of the game back in 2006, when it was released in Russia by ND Games. It was a blast then, and it sure is now.

Some may call it the poor man's version of Burnout / Flatout, but (while it is true to a certain degree) it still manages to hold up
on its own, with its unique gameplay modes (or unique implementation of said game modes), like Deathmatch, Bomb Run and
Trick Races.

And now, 11 years later, the Steam release makes it even better - I could not run my original copy anymore due to crappy copy-
protection system, but now it (basically) has none, has been upgraded to run well on modern systems, and features easy mod
implementation through Steam Workshop.

I would definitely recommend this, if you loved original Crashday and want to revisit it, or if you want some brutal racing, but
those recent Flatout / Next Car Game releases have disappointed you.. MEEEHH....... best 30min of my life, i won all of my
matches.. If you liked the energy pellets in Portal, you will like this game. Sadly, I did not like energy pellets.

but, one has to recognize the work of the Mod developers. The game is well develop-ed, very few glitches, and high quality.
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